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A STABILIZED SUPERFAST SOLVER FOR NONSYMMETRIC
TOEPLITZ SYSTEMS∗
MARC VAN BAREL† , GEORG HEINIG‡ , AND PETER KRAVANJA†
Abstract. We present a stabilized superfast solver for nonsymmetric Toeplitz systems T x = b.
An explicit formula for T −1 is expressed in such a way that the matrix-vector product T −1 b can be
calculated via FFTs and Hadamard products. This inversion formula involves certain polynomials
that can be computed by solving two linearized rational interpolation problems on the unit circle.
The heart of our Toeplitz solver is a superfast algorithm to solve these interpolation problems. To
stabilize the algorithm, i.e., to improve the accuracy, several techniques are used: pivoting, iterative
improvement, downdating, and giving “diﬃcult” interpolation points an adequate treatment. We
have implemented our algorithm in Fortran 90. Numerical examples illustrate the eﬀectiveness of
our approach.
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1. Introduction. The subject of this paper is linear systems of equations
(1.1)

Tn x = b

with a nonsingular, in general nonsymmetric, n × n Toeplitz coeﬃcient matrix T :=
n
Tn := [ak−l ]n−1
k,l=0 and a right-hand side vector b ∈ C . The aim of the paper is to
present a new solution algorithm that has (generically) complexity O(n log2 n) and
that avoids unstable behavior by introducing several stabilizing techniques.
Since Toeplitz systems of equations appear in many applications, they are the
subject of a large number of publications. During the last decades many algorithms
have been developed that exploit the Toeplitz structure of the coeﬃcient matrix.
There are two types of direct fast solvers that require O(n2 ) operations: Levinsontype and Schur-type algorithms. For more references and information concerning the
history of these algorithms, we refer the reader to [36].
The ﬂow of these classical fast methods is determined by the exact singularity of
the leading principal submatrices of T . The fast methods compute the solutions corresponding to successive nonsingular leading principal submatrices (sections). However,
in ﬁnite-precision arithmetic not only singular but also ill-conditioned sections should
be avoided. In the case of a positive deﬁnite matrix, it can be guaranteed that the
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principal submatrices are well-conditioned. Moreover, it was proved in [5] that the
Schur (Bareiss) algorithm is weakly stable in this case. Weak stability of the Levinson
algorithm for a certain class of positive deﬁnite Toeplitz matrices was already proven
in [13]. In the case of an indeﬁnite and nonsymmetric matrix, simple examples show
that both the Levinson and the Schur algorithms can be highly unstable. One idea
for overcoming these instabilities is to consider the normal equation TnH Tn x = TnT b
or some related augmented systems. The matrix TnH Tn and its augmented relatives
are positive deﬁnite, i.e., all principal submatrices are nonsingular, and, moreover,
they have a displacement structure. Stable generalized Schur algorithms have been
designed for these matrices by Sayed and Chandrasekaran (see [36, Chapter 3] and
the references therein, such as [12]).
Another idea for overcoming unstable behavior of the classical algorithms is to
“look ahead” from one well-conditioned section to the next one and jump over the
ill-conditioned sections that lie in between. For Toeplitz systems several look-ahead
algorithms were designed in [10, 11, 15, 16, 18, 23, 25, 26, 27, 28, 35]. For Hankel systems we refer to [6, 9, 17]. Several high-performance algorithms for Toeplitz matrices
are described in [19], including two look-ahead Schur algorithms for symmetric indeﬁnite block Toeplitz matrices. See also [51]. In [45] a look-ahead block Schur algorithm
for Toeplitz-like matrices was presented. However, reliable look-ahead strategies are
diﬃcult to design and, moreover, the resulting algorithms may have complexity O(n3 ),
i.e., they may not be fast.
A third approach for dealing with nonsymmetric Toeplitz systems, which is, in
principle, also the approach used in this paper, was ﬁrst proposed in [29] and further
developed in [19, 21, 24, 30, 32, 33, 37, 38, 48] and other papers. A survey of the matter
is given in [44]. The idea is to transform the Toeplitz (or Hankel or Toeplitz-plusHankel) matrix with the help of the DFT or real discrete trigonometric transforms into
a generalized Cauchy or a generalized Vandermonde matrix, which can be done with
O(n log n) complexity in a stable way. The advantage of these classes of matrices
is that permutation of rows or columns does not destroy the structure. Therefore
pivoting strategies can be applied to stabilize the algorithm. Slightly diﬀerent is the
idea, which was proposed in [30, 31], to transform the Toeplitz (or Hankel) system
directly into a rational interpolation problem at roots of unity. One advantage of this
approach is that one can guarantee that the length of the transformations is a power
of 2.
Algorithms with complexity less than O(n2 ) are called superfast. Superfast solvers
are based on divide and conquer strategies. The idea for a superfast Toeplitz solver was
ﬁrst announced in the Ph.D. thesis of Morf [41]. Superfast algorithms were designed
by Sugiyama et al. [47], Bitmead and Anderson [4], Brent, Gustavson, and Yun [7], and
Morf [42]. More recent algorithms can be found in [1, 2, 3, 8, 14, 20, 22, 39, 40, 43, 46].
The main disadvantage of these algorithms is that they cannot handle nearly
singular leading principal submatrices and are therefore unstable in the nonsymmetric
case. To overcome this problem, Gutknecht [26] and Gutknecht and Hochbruck [27, 28]
developed an algorithm that combines the look-ahead idea with divide and conquer
techniques. Because in most practical problems the look-ahead step will be small
compared to the order of the system that is to be solved, the algorithm is generically
superfast.
In [52] a divide and conquer approach was used to obtain a superfast algorithm
for rational interpolation at roots of unity. The algorithm consists of two stages.
The ﬁrst part, for a small number of nodes, consists of the fast algorithm from [38]
including pivoting. The second part is a doubling procedure. Instead of pivoting,
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“diﬃcult” points are sorted out and are treated at the end. Also, iterative reﬁnement
is applied to stabilize the algorithm. In this way a stabilized generically superfast
solver for indeﬁnite Hankel systems was obtained, i.e., superfast in case the number
of diﬃcult points is small, and fast otherwise.
In this paper we use a similar approach for Toeplitz systems. In contrast with [52],
the Toeplitz is not ﬁrst transformed into another matrix, but an explicit formula for
the inverse of a Toeplitz matrix is used. This formula involves the values of the “fundamental system” at roots of unity, i.e., the DFT of the fundamental system. It will
be presented in section 2. The fundamental system is a pair of polynomials containing
all the information about the Toeplitz matrix. These polynomials are related to two
linearized rational interpolation problems at roots of unity. This connection will be
explained in section 3. To solve these interpolation problems, we extend the superfast
algorithm presented in [52]. We will incorporate “downdating” into this algorithm as
an additional stabilizing technique. In section 5 we will present numerical examples
and compare our results with those obtained in [52]. Note that in [52] the size of the
Hankel system is limited to a power of 2, whereas we can handle Toeplitz systems of
arbitrary size.
2. DFT representation of Toeplitz matrix inverses. Let us introduce the
following notation. To
vector u = [uk ]nk=0 ∈ Cn+1 we associate the
neach column
k
polynomial u(z) :=
∈ C[z]. The column vector û is deﬁned as û :=
k=0 uk z
[un−k ]nk=0 . Thus, û(z) = z n u(z −1 ).
Let a−n ∈ C be arbitrary and let T̃ = T̃n be given by the n × (n + 1) matrix


a0
a−1 · · · a−n+1
a−n


a−n


.
.
 a1
.
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a−n+1 
n−1,n
..  .
=
T̃ := [ak−l ]k,l=0 = 
. 
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 .
.
.
.
..
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 ..
a−1
an−1 · · · · · ·
a0
a−1
The polynomials u(z) and v(z) are called the canonical fundamental system of T if
• T̃ u = e1 and un = 0, where e1 := [ 1 0 · · · 0 ]T ,
• T̃ v = 0 and vn = 1.
In other words, u(z) is a polynomial of degree n − 1 at most while v(z) is a monic
polynomial of degree n such that
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As T is assumed to be nonsingular, these polynomials do exist. Moreover, u(z) is
unique whereas v(z) is uniquely determined given a particular value of a−n . For our
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purposes the speciﬁc value of a−n is immaterial and thus v(z) is in fact unique up
to a linear combination with u(z). Note that by canceling the last (zero) component
of u, one obtains the ﬁrst column of T −1 .
Remark. Let w = [ w0 · · · wn−1 ]T ∈ Cn be the last column of Tn−1 . If
Tn−1 := [ak−l ]n−2
k,l=0 is also nonsingular, then Cramer’s rule implies that wn−1 = 0 and
one may choose v(z) as v(z) = zw(z)/wn−1 . This choice determines the value of a−n .
Also, if Tn is symmetric, then w(z) = û(z).
The generating function M (t, s) of a matrix M = [mk,l ]p,q
k,l=0 is deﬁned as
M (t, s) :=

p 
q


mk,l tk sl .

k=0 l=0

Theorem 2.1. The generating function of T −1 is given by
T −1 (t, s) =

(2.1)

u(t)v̂(s) − v(t)û(s)
.
1 − ts

Proof. For the proof, see [34, p. 32].
The matrix whose generating function is given by the right-hand side of (2.1) is
called the Toeplitz Bezoutian of the polynomials u(z) and v(z).
Let N ≥ n be a power of 2. From the previous theorem we will now derive a
formula for T −1 that will enable us to calculate the matrix-vector product T −1 b in
O(N log N ) ﬂoating point operations.
Deﬁne ω0 , . . . , ω2N −1 as the 2N th roots of unity,
ωk := exp

2πi
k ,
2N

k = 0, 1, . . . , 2N − 1,

+
and let ωk+ := ω2k and ωk− := ω2k+1 for k = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1. Note that ω0+ , . . . , ωN
−1
−
−
are the N th roots of unity whereas ω0 , . . . , ωN −1 are the N th roots of −1. Let
η := exp(πi/N ). Deﬁne the matrices F+ and F− as

F+ :=

(ωk+ )l

N −1
k,l=0

and F− :=

(ωk− )l

N −1
k,l=0

.

√
Then F+ / N is unitary and F− = F+ diag(1, η, . . . , η N −1 ). Matrix-vector products
involving F+ or F− can be evaluated with arithmetic complexity O(N log N ) via the
celebrated FFT.
Let [T −1 ]N denote the N × N matrix

T −1 0
∈ CN ×N .
[T −1 ]N :=
0
0




+
±
−n
, D± (u) := diag u(ω0± ), . . . , u(ωN
Deﬁne D := diag (ω0+ )−n , . . . , (ωN
−1 )
−1 ) and
similar for the matrices D± (v).
Theorem 2.2. The matrix [T −1 ]N can be expressed as
(2.2)

[T −1 ]N =

1 −1
−1
−1
F
D− (u)F− F+
D+ (v) − D− (v)F− F+
D+ (u) DF+ .
2 −

−1
Proof. As F+
=

1
H
N F+ ,

it follows that
−1
−1
F− [T −1 ]N F+
=: [ck,l ]N
k,l=0 ,
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where
ck,l =

1 −1 −
T (ωk , 1/ωl+ )
N

=

1 u(ωk− )v̂(1/ωl+ ) − v(ωk− )û(1/ωl+ )
N
1 − ωk− /ωl+

=

1 u(ωk− )v(ωl+ ) − v(ωk− )u(ωl+ ) + −n
[ωl ] .
N
1 − ωk− /ωl+

One can easily verify that
−1
F− F+
=

2
N

1
1 − ωk− /ωl+

N −1
k,l=0

.

The expression for [T −1 ]N then follows immediately.
The formula in the previous theorem allows us to compute the product x = T −1 b
in O(N log N ) ﬂops provided that the polynomials u(z) and v(z) are known. Indeed,


x
b
= [T −1 ]N
0
0
and the multiplication by [T −1 ]N can be done via six N -point (inverse) FFTs and
O(N ) ﬂops. For preprocessing one has to compute the values of u(ωk ) and v(ωk ) for
k = 0, 1, . . . , 2N − 1, which amounts to two 2N -point FFTs.
3. Interpolation interpretation. For a given Toeplitz matrix T = [ ak−l ]n−1
k,l=0 ,
we introduce the function
a(z) :=

n−1


ak z k ,

k=1−n

where z is considered as a complex variable.
Theorem 3.1. Suppose a−n = 0. Then the polynomials u(z) and v(z) are the
canonical fundamental system of T if and only if there exist polynomials r̂u (z) and
r̂v (z) satisfying the linearized rational interpolation conditions
ωkn r̂u (ωk ) − a(ωk )u(ωk ) = 0,

k = 0, 1, . . . , 2N − 1,

where deg r̂u (z) ≤ 2N − n, r̂u,2N −n = 1 and deg u(z) ≤ n, un = 0, and
ωkn r̂v (ωk ) − a(ωk )v(ωk ) = 0,

k = 0, 1, . . . , 2N − 1,

where deg r̂v (z) ≤ 2N − n, r̂v,2N −n = 0 and deg v(z) ≤ n, vn = 1.
Proof. Let δ ∈ C. Let w(z) be a polynomial of degree ≤ n such that T̃ w = δe1 .
The case δ = 1 corresponds to w(z) = u(z), whereas δ = 0 corresponds to w(z) = v(z).
The condition T̃ w = δe1 is equivalent to the existence of polynomials r− (z) and r+ (z)
of degree ≤ n − 1 with r−,0 = δ such that
a(z)w(z) = r− (1/z) + z n r+ (z).
It follows that
a(ωk )w(ωk ) = r− (ωk−1 ) + ωkn r+ (ωk )

= r− (ωk−1 ) + ωkn−2N r+ (ωk )
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for k = 0, 1, . . . , 2N − 1. Deﬁne
r(z) := r− (z) + z 2N −n r+ (1/z).
Then r(z) is a polynomial of degree ≤ 2N − n and r0 = δ. Thus
a(ωk )w(ωk ) = r(ωk−1 )

= ωkn [ωk2N −n r(ωk−1 )]
= ωkn r̂(ωk )

for k = 0, 1, . . . , 2N − 1. In other words,
ωkn r̂(ωk ) − a(ωk )w(ωk ) = 0,

k = 0, 1, . . . , 2N − 1,

where deg r̂(z) ≤ 2N − n, r̂2N −n = δ, and deg w(z) ≤ n.
These interpolation conditions can also be written as follows:
ωkn

−a(ωk )

B (ωk ) =

0

0

,

where
B (z) :=

r̂u (z) r̂v (z)
u(z) v(z)

k = 0, 1, . . . , 2N − 1,


∈ C[z]2×2

is a 2 × 2 matrix polynomial. The degree of the ﬁrst row of B (z) is equal to 2N − n
whereas the degree of the second row of B (z) is equal to n. The second row of B (z)
gives us the inversion parameters that are needed in formula (2.2).
4. A stabilized divide and conquer approach. Deﬁne

ωkn
fk :=
∈ C2×1
−a(ωk )
for k = 0, 1, . . . , 2N − 1 and let S be the set of all the column vector polynomials
w(z) ∈ C[z]2×1 that satisfy the interpolation conditions
(4.1)

fkT w(ωk ) = 0,

k = 0, 1, . . . , 2N − 1.

If w(z) ∈ C[z]2×1 is an arbitrary vector polynomial, then the left-hand side of (4.1)
is called the residual with respect to w(z) at the interpolation point ωk .
The set S forms a submodule of the C[z]-module C[z]2×1 . A basis for S always
consists of exactly two elements [49, Theorem 3.1]. Let {B1 (z), B2 (z)} be a basis
for S. Then every element w(z) ∈ S can be written in a unique way as w(z) =
α1 (z)B1 (z) + α2 (z)B2 (z) with α1 (z), α2 (z) ∈ C[z]. The matrix polynomial B(z) :=
[ B1 (z) B2 (z) ] ∈ C[z]2×2 is called a basis matrix. Basis matrices can be characterized
as follows.
Theorem 4.1. A matrix polynomial C(z) = [ C1 (z) C2 (z) ] ∈ C[z]2×2 is a basis
matrix if and only if C1 (z), C2 (z) ∈ S and deg det C(z) = 2N .
Proof. The proof follows immediately from [49, Theorem 4.1].
Note that B (z) is a basis matrix.
Within the submodule S we want to be able to consider solutions w(z) that satisfy additional conditions concerning their degree-structure. To describe the degreestructure of a vector polynomial, we use the concept of τ -degree [49]. Let τ ∈ Z.
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The τ -degree of a vector polynomial w(z) = [ w1 (z) w2 (z) ]T ∈ C[z]2×1 is deﬁned as a
generalization of the classical degree:
τ -deg w(z) := max{ deg w1 (z), deg w2 (z) − τ }
with τ -deg 0 := −∞. The τ -highest degree coeﬃcient of a vector polynomial
[ w1 (z) w2 (z) ]T
with τ -degree δ is deﬁned as the vector [ ω1 ω2 ]T with ω1 the coeﬃcient of z δ in w1 (z)
and ω2 the coeﬃcient of z δ+τ in w2 (z). A set of vector polynomials in C[z]2×1 is
called τ -reduced if the τ -highest degree coeﬃcients are linearly independent. Every
basis of S can be transformed into a τ -reduced one. For details, we refer to [49]. Once
we have a basis in τ -reduced form, the elements of S can be parametrized as follows.
Theorem 4.2. Let { B1 (z), B2 (z) } be a τ -reduced basis for S. Deﬁne δ1 := τ deg B1 (z) and δ2 := τ -deg B2 (z). Then every element w(z) ∈ S having τ -degree ≤ δ
can be written in a unique way as
w(z) = α1 (z)B1 (z) + α2 (z)B2 (z)
with α1 (z), α2 (z) ∈ C[z], deg α1 (z) ≤ δ − δ1 , and deg α2 (z) ≤ δ − δ2 .
Proof. For the proof, see Van Barel and Bultheel [49, Theorem 3.2].
We can now summarize our aim as follows: we want to design an algorithm
for computing the 2 × 2 matrix polynomial B (z) as a τ -reduced basis matrix that
corresponds to the interpolation data (ωk , fk ), k = 0, 1, . . . , 2N − 1, where we set
τ := 2(n − N ).
The following theorem will enable us to devise an interpolation algorithm that is
based on a divide and conquer approach. It shows how basis matrices can be coupled
in case the degree-structure is important.
Theorem 4.3. Suppose K is a positive integer. Let σ1 , . . . , σK ∈ C be mutually
distinct and let φ1 , . . . , φK ∈ C2×1 . Suppose that φk = [ 0 0 ]T for k = 1, . . . , K.
Let 1 ≤ κ ≤ K. Let τK ∈ Z. Suppose that Bκ (z) ∈ C[z]2×2 is a τK -reduced basis
matrix with basis vectors having τK -degree δ1 and δ2 , respectively, corresponding to
the interpolation data
{ (σk , φk ) : k = 1, . . . , κ }.
Let τκ→K := δ1 − δ2 . Let Bκ→K (z) ∈ C[z]2×2 be a τκ→K -reduced basis matrix corresponding to the interpolation data
{ (σk , BκT (σk )φk ) : k = κ + 1, . . . , K }.
Then BK (z) := Bκ (z)Bκ→K (z) is a τK -reduced basis matrix corresponding to the
interpolation data
{ (σk , φk ) : k = 1, . . . , K }.
Proof. For the proof, see Van Barel and Bultheel [50, Theorem 3].
The following algorithm implements this theorem. We start with the 2N th roots
of unity as interpolation points. They are split into the N th roots of unity s1 and the
rotated N th roots of unity s2 . The fact that we are dealing with (rotated) roots of
unity enables us to do all polynomial evaluations and multiplications via FFTs (and
diagonal scalings). As N is a power of 2, this process can be repeated. At the lowest
level the interpolation problems are solved by the fast solver RatInt developed by
Kravanja and Van Barel [38].
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recursive function [ B(z), sbad ] ← RecRatInt(s, Ls , Rs , Ns , τ )
-- τ ∈ Z
-- Ns = 2p+1 for some p ∈ N: the number of interpolation conditions
-- s ∈ CNs ×1 : the (mutually distinct) interpolation points
-- Ls , Rs ∈ CNs ×1 : the initial left and right residual vectors
-- B(z) ∈ C[z]2×2 : a τ -reduced basis matrix corresponding to
the given interpolation data
-- sbad : a complex column vector containing the diﬃcult
interpolation points
if Ns > 2limit then
[ s1 , Ls1 , Rs1 , s2 , Ls2 , Rs2 ] ← Split(s, Ls , Rs )
[ B1 (z), sbad,1 ] ← RecRatInt(s1 , Ls1 , Rs1 , Ns /2, τ )
for k = 1(1)Ns /2
[ L̃s2 (k) R̃s2 (k) ] ← [ Ls2 (k) Rs2 (k) ] · B1 (s2 (k))
end for
τ̃ ← the diﬀerence between the left and right τ -degrees of B1 (z)
[ B̃2 (z), s̃bad,2 ] ← RecRatInt(s2 , L̃s2 , R̃s2 , Ns /2, τ̃ )
B(z) ← B1 (z) · B̃2 (z)
sbad ← sbad,1 ⊕ s̃bad,2
else
[ B(z), sbad ] ← RatInt(s, Ls , Rs , Ns , τ )
end if
if Ns = 2downdating then
s+ ← s  sbad
[ B(z), sbad,3 ] ← Downdating(s+ , Ls+ , Rs+ , Ns )
sbad ← sbad ⊕ sbad,3
end if
if Ns = 2reﬂimit then
s+ ← s  sbad
[ B(z) ] ← ItRef(B(z), s+ , Ls+ , Rs+ , Ns , Nref )
end if
return
function [ B(z) ] ← RatIntAll(s, Ls , Rs , Ns , τ )
-- τ ∈ Z
-- Ns = 2p+1 for some p ∈ N: the number of interpolation conditions
-- s ∈ CNs ×1 : the (mutually distinct) interpolation points
-- Ls , Rs ∈ CNs ×1 : the initial left and right residual vectors
-- B(z) ∈ C[z]2×2 : a τ -reduced basis matrix corresponding to
the given interpolation data
[ B + (z), sbad ] ← RecRatInt(s, Ls , Rs , Ns , τ )
Nbad ← Size(sbad )
if Nbad > 0 then
calculate Lbad and Rbad
τ − ← the diﬀerence between the left and right τ -degrees of B + (z)
[ B − (z) ] ← RatInt(sbad , Lbad , Rbad , Nbad , τ − )
B(z) ← B + (z) · B − (z)
end if
return
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Superfast Hankel (Toeplitz) solvers are notoriously unstable when applied to indeﬁnite systems. Algorithm RecRatInt is stabilized in three ways.
Diﬃcult points. During the execution of RatInt all the residuals at interpolation
points that may be chosen as pivot elements can be smaller (in modulus) than a certain
threshold. By processing these interpolation points the accuracy would decrease.
These points are therefore marked as “diﬃcult.” They are handled only at the very
end, after RecRatInt has ﬁnished, via the fast-only algorithm RatInt. If at this
stage the corresponding transformed residuals are still small, this indicates that the
problem is ill-conditioned. The overall complexity of our algorithm will be O(n log2 n)
as long as the number of diﬃcult points is not too large.
Iterative improvement. The approximations for the coeﬃcients of the polynomials
that appear in the basis matrix B(z) can be updated iteratively by using an inversion
formula for coupled Vandermonde matrices. For more details, we refer to Van Barel
and Kravanja [52]. Iterative reﬁnement can be applied at one or more intermediate
levels of the divide and conquer process. In algorithm RecRatInt, it is used only if
the number of interpolation conditions is equal to 2reﬂimit .
Downdating. Finite precision arithmetic can lead to a situation where
fkT B(sk ) ≈

0

0

for one or more interpolation points sk . As the matrix B(sk ) is singular, there exists
a vector v ∈ C2 such that

0
.
B(sk )v =
0
Deﬁne
B(z) =:

BL (z) BR (z)

,

v =:

vL
vR



and let αL := τ -degBL (z) and αR := τ -degBR (z). If αL ≥ αR and vL = 0, then we
replace BL (z) by
BL (z) ← B(z)v/(z − sk ).
If, on the other hand, αL < αR and vR = 0, then we replace BR (z) by
BR (z) ← B(z)v/(z − sk ).
If vL = 0, then BR (z) is divisible by z − sk . Similarly, if vR = 0, then BL (z) is
divisible by z − sk . These considerations lead to the following algorithm.
function [ B(z), sbad ] ← Downdating(B(z), s, Ls , Rs , Ns )
-- Ns : the number of interpolation conditions
-- s ∈ CNs ×1 : the (mutually distinct) interpolation points
-- Ls , Rs ∈ CNs ×1 : the initial left and right residual vectors
-- B(z) ∈ C[z]2×2
-- on input: a basis matrix corresponding to the given interpolation data
-- on output: the corresponding downdated basis matrix
-- sbad : a complex column vector containing the interpolation points that
have been downdated
sbad ← ∅
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for k = 1(1)Ns
if  Ls (k) Rs (k)  > η then
T
Choose v ∈ C2 such that B(s(k))v = 0 0
and v = 1
T
-- Let B(z) =: BL (z) BR (z) and v =: vL vR
αL ← τ -degBL (z)
αR ← τ -degBR (z)
if αL ≥ αR then
if vL = 0 then
BL (z) ← B(z)v/(z − s(k))
else
BR (z) ← BR (z)/(z − s(k))
end if
else
if vR = 0 then
BR (z) ← B(z)v/(z − s(k))
else
BL (z) ← BL (z)/(z − s(k))
end if
end if
sbad ← sbad ⊕ s(k)
end if
end for
return
5. Numerical experiments. We consider double precision Toeplitz matrices Tn
whose entries are real and random uniformly distributed in [0, 1] with n = 2k for
k = 1, . . . , 18. Note that 218 = 262144. The right-hand sides bn ∈ Rn are calculated
such that xn := Tn−1 bn = [1 · · · 1]T . The calculations were done by an IBM SP2 with
machine precision ≈ 0.22 10−15 in double precision. Our software is available at
http://www.cs.kuleuven.ac.be/˜marc/software/
Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show the results obtained by our algorithm in which no iterative reﬁnement is applied (the symbols “+”) and in which up to 10 steps of iterative
reﬁnement are applied (the symbols “o”) to enhance the accuracy of the computed
solution to the Toeplitz system. Interpolation problems of size less than or equal to 28
are solved by our fast-only algorithm. For each value of k we consider ﬁve (random)
Toeplitz matrices.
Our next ﬁgures represent timings. As on our computer system measurements
of execution times are done in units of 0.01 seconds, we limit the k-axis to that part
where the results are meaningful. This is why in the following ﬁgures k does not start
at 1 but at a larger value.
Figure 5.3 shows the execution time (in seconds) for Gaussian elimination with
partial pivoting (these results were calculated via the LAPACK routines ZGETRF
and ZGETRS), our fast algorithm, and our superfast algorithm in which no iterative
reﬁnement is applied. The results are indicated with the symbols “+”, “o”, and “x”,
respectively.
Figure 5.4 presents the results shown in Figure 5.3 in a diﬀerent way. It gives
the magniﬁcation of the execution time. For each k, it tells us by which factor the
execution time is to be multiplied if we go from k − 1 to k.
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Fig. 5.1.

bn −Tn x̂n 1
bn 1

versus k = log2 n for k = 1, . . . , 18.
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Fig. 5.2.

x̂n −xn 1
xn 1

versus k = log2 n for k = 1, . . . , 18.

Figures 5.5 and 5.6 are related to our superfast solver. For each value of k we consider ﬁve (random) Toeplitz matrices. No iterative reﬁnement is applied. Figure 5.5
shows the percentage of the execution time spent to compute the input data for the
interpolation problem formulated in Theorem 3.1, i.e., the time needed to evaluate
the a(ωk )’s. Figure 5.6 shows the percentage of the execution time spent to apply
the inversion formula given in Theorem 2.2 once the interpolation problem has been
solved.
We also consider matrices of size n = 10000(5000)100000. The entries are again
real and random uniformly distributed in [0, 1], and the right-hand sides are again
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Fig. 5.3. Execution time in seconds.
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Fig. 5.4. Magniﬁcation of the execution time.

calculated such that all the entries of the solution vector are equal to 1. For each
value of n we consider ﬁve matrices. Figure 5.7 shows the execution time (in seconds).
The results are indicated with the symbol “x”. The symbols “o” correspond to the
case where n is a power of 2.
One expects that for n in the range 2k−1 < n ≤ 2k the execution time is more
or less equal to that of the system of size 2k . In practice, the execution time is less.
This can be explained as follows. At the lowest level some of the ﬁrst interpolation
problems can be solved via polynomial interpolation, i.e., by applying FFT.
The computed solution can be reﬁned iteratively. Figure 5.8 shows how much
execution time is spent on iterative reﬁnement as percentage of the execution time in
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Fig. 5.6. Percentage of the execution time spent to apply the inversion formula.

which no iterative reﬁnement is applied. We consider one, two, three, or four steps of
iterative reﬁnement. The results are represented by the symbols “x”, “o”, “+”, and
“+”, respectively. For each value of k and each number of iterative reﬁnement steps,
ﬁve Toeplitz matrices are considered.
So far we have considered only iterative reﬁnement at the Toeplitz level, i.e.,
we have reﬁned the computed solution to the Toeplitz system iteratively. Iterative
reﬁnement can also be applied at the interpolation level. In our next experiment
we apply up to four steps of iterative reﬁnement at the highest interpolation level.
The timing results are shown in Figure 5.9. We compare the execution time spent
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Fig. 5.7. Execution time for n = 10000(5000)100000 and n = 213 , . . . , 216 .
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Fig. 5.8. Time spent on iterative reﬁnement as percentage of the execution time in which no
iterative reﬁnement is applied.

on this kind of iterative reﬁnement to the total execution time in which no iterative
reﬁnement whatsoever is applied. Observe that this kind of iterative reﬁnement is
much more expensive than iterative reﬁnement applied at the Toeplitz level.
Iterative reﬁnement at an interpolation level may be preceded by downdating. Numerical experiments indicate that the time needed to search the interpolation points
that have to be downdated is approximately 45% of the time needed for one step of
iterative reﬁnement.
The following example illustrates how important it is to ﬁnd the proper combination of the stabilizing techniques that we have developed. For a certain matrix
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Fig. 5.9. Up to four steps of iterative reﬁnement at the highest interpolation level. We compare
the corresponding execution time to the total execution time in which no iterative reﬁnement at all
is applied.

of size 218 whose entries are random uniformly distributed in the interval [0, 1], we
have observed the following. By applying at most 10 steps of iterative reﬁnement on
the interpolation problems of size 218 (this is the one but highest interpolation level;
remember that a matrix of size 218 corresponds to 219 interpolation conditions), by
considering 85 diﬃcult points, and by applying iterative reﬁnement at the Toeplitz
level, we obtain an approximation for the solution whose relative residual error is
O(10−15 ). If we do not consider diﬃcult points and do not use iterative reﬁnement
at the interpolation level, then the computed approximation is so bad that iterative
reﬁnement at the Toeplitz level fails. The same holds if we apply only iterative reﬁnement on the interpolation problems of size 219 . This clearly shows the importance of
combining our stabilizing tools in the correct way. One can of course apply iterative
reﬁnement on each interpolation level, but this is very costly. One has to ﬁnd the
correct balance between accuracy and cost. This will be the subject of future research.
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